Kerching adds new slots game Diamond Queen to its online casino
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Kerching has recently introduced another new slots game to its online casino. The latest addition Diamond Queen (http://www.kerching.com/Games/Diamond-Queen/) - has already proven to be a success with
players as a result of the magical slots experience it offers. Along with the enchanted reel symbols and
characters, the game also contains cash payouts that are out of this world.
Diamond Queen takes place in a magical courtly setting, where sorcerers can be found performing magic on
gem stones. The Diamond Queen herself casts spells on the slots, turning the reels wild with the touch of
her sceptre.
The new slots game also displays the royal's precious diamonds and jewels. Like Da Vinci Diamonds
(http://www.kerching.com/Da-Vinci-Diamonds/) and Da Vinci Diamonds Dual Play
(http://www.kerching.com/Da-Vinci-Diamonds/Dual-Play/), players are treated to reels which glitter and
sparkle as they play. Yet in Diamond Queen, a pesky treasure hunter can be found with a map in hand
searching high and low for riches to take away.
Within the Diamond Queen slots game, it is not only the hunter who has a chance to claim riches on the
reels. Kerching members have a chance to achieve payouts through the main game packed with 20 paylines.
When a player manages to achieve three or more symbols on an activated line, they are treated to an
instant cash boost.
Diamond Queen slots also come complete with a lucrative bonus round - the Mystical Diamonds Free Spins
Bonus. This enhanced version of the standard mini-game gives slots fans an increased opportunity to win
payouts as Stacked Wilds are activated throughout the bonus. What's more, players are awarded three goes,
which gives them a chance to boost their account for free.
Website: http://www.kerching.com/
About Kerching:
Kerching Casino is one of the leading UK online casinos. Formed in 2006, it offers players a range of
exciting titles spanning online slots, online blackjack and online roulette.
Kerching is committed to providing the latest online and mobile casino games in a safe and secure
environment. Hosted out of Alderney - and regulated by the Alderney Gambling Control Commission Kerching Casino offers a fully regulated online gaming experience.
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